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Abstract 
This paper analyses the effects of inaccurate linear solvers on the behaviour of inverse 
iteration and Rayleigh quotient iteration. We derive an expression for the worst-case 
perturbation of the convergence factor of the exact iteration, due to the inexact solution. 
A necessary and sufficient condition on the approximate eigenvector for the improve- 
ment of the next iterate follows from that formula. Preceding this, several new in- 
equalities describe the relation between the errors in the approximate eigenvector, the 
approximate eigenvalue and the corresponding residual. © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. 
All rights reserved. 
I. Introduction 
In order to approximate one eigenvector and eigenvalue, many iterative 
vector algorithms are available. The easiest method is the power method, 
which multiplies an arbitrary start vector with powers of  the matrix.  In gen- 
eral, the iteration vectors converge to an eigenvector corresponding to the 
eigenvalue which is largest in absolute value. In order to calculate other 
eigenvalues, the matr ix can be shifted and inverted to make a certain eigen- 
value correspond to the absolute largest of  the transformed matrix. Then the 
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power method can be applied as before. This process is called inverse iteration. 
In practice, the inversion of the matrix is numerically expensive for large 
matrices. The alternative is to solve matrix-vector equations in each step, 
without using the inverse matrix explicitly. For this, many algorithms are 
available, and in the case of large sparse matrices, the techniques based on the 
projection on Krylov subspaces are the first choice. This paper considers the 
effects of inexact linear solvers, and only these inaccuracies. So the influence of 
inexact arithmetic is not analysed. Consequently the following problem rises. 
The iterative algorithms for solving a matrix-vector equation eed a stopping 
criterion. Usually, the algorithm stops if the residual of the approximate so- 
lution is smaller than a tolerance provided by the user. This means that a 
suitable choice for this tolerance is to be made in the eigenvalue algorithm. The 
structure of the resulting eigenvalue algorithm can be seen as two nested loops 
and the question is how the tolerance of the inner loop affects the error in the 
outer loop. This calls for an analysis of the convergence behaviour with respect 
to the tolerance. 
The effect of an inexact linear solver in one step of the inverse iteration is 
analysed in a geometric way. In one step of this inexact inverse iteration 
process an eigenvector approximation improves if and only if the tolerance for 
the solver is below the bound described in Section 3. These results prepare the 
proof of the linear convergence of inexact inverse iteration. In [1] the authors 
examine inexact linear solvers for the nonsymmetric eigenproblem. Their ap- 
proach is analytic. They present an estimate of that tolerance bound for the 
nonsymmetric case, in contrast with our sharp upper bound of the tolerance 
needed for convergence in the symmetric ase. This kind of research with re- 
spect to inexact Newton iterations was done in [2]. 
Two iterative algorithms will be analysed here: inverse iteration and Ray- 
leigh quotient iteration. Only the case of real, symmetric matrices A will be 
considered here, because the symmetric case gives nice results by contrast with 
the more complex unsymmetric case. A is a n x n matrix, which has an or- 
thonormal set of eigenvectors Vl . . . .  ,vn with corresponding eigenvalues 
21,..., 2,. Throughout the paper, the norm [I ' 1] denotes [I " 112- 
The analysis of the iterative algorithms, as well as the processes with inexact 
linear solvers is essentially concerned with the angles ~bx~ between the successive 
iteration vectors xk and the aimed-for eigenvector, say vl. However, in general 
one is also interested in the errors in the computed Rayleigh quotients Ok of 
these vectors (being the corresponding approximate eigenvalues), and the re- 
siduals Axk - Okxk. Therefore, six inequalities in Section 2 describe the relations 
between these three quantities, in order to be able to translate the results for ~bxk 
to the other quantities. As far as we know, four of them are new. Only con- 
stants derived from the matrix and its spectrum occur in the coefficients of the 
inequalities. For several results and explanations in Section 3 we use the 
lemmata of Section 2. 
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Inverse iteration and Rayleigh quotient iteration are analysed in Sections 3 
and 4 respectively. The results of numerical experiments o illustrate the effects 
of inexact solving are also presented there. 
2. Measures of the er ror  
Let x be a vector of unit length and 0 = xTAx, the Rayleigh quotient of x 
with respect o A. We would like to see the pair x, 0 as an approximation of the 
eigenpair vl, 21. It is supposed that 21 has multiplicity one. In order to say 
something about the quality of this approximation, a measure of the error is 
needed. There are several possible choices. 
1. The error in x can be represented in terms of ~b x, the angle between x and vl. 
A disadvantage of this expression is that it cannot be calculated in practical 
situations, because the eigenvector is unknown. 
2. l0 -  211 gives the distance from the Rayleigh quotient to the eigenvalue. 
Again this is an unknown number in practice. A more serious disadvantage 
is that it can occur that this expression is small by coincidence, while at the 
same time x is far from yr. 
3. A familiar expression for the error of an approximate eigenpair is the resid- 
ual I IAx - Oxll. A great advantage is that it can be calculated in practical sit- 
uations, because it does not need the eigenvector or eigenvalue. But the 
disadvantage here is that the residual is small in the neighbourhood of 
any eigenpair, so a small residual can not lead to the conclusion that we 
have a good approximation of vl and 21. 
The measures of the error mentioned above are all interesting, but not all 
equally satisfying for describing the quality of the approximations of vl and 21. 
Therefore, it is useful to know how these three expressions relate to each other. 
This is the subject of the rest of the section. The following notation is used. 
Definition 2.1. Let (A - 2li) + denote the pseudo-inverse (see [3]) of the matrix 
(A - 211). 
Pmm = II(A - ; .d )+ l1 -1  = min[2~ - 211, 
@1 
Pm,x = IIA - '~l l l l  = max lXe  - ,~1 I" 
The vector x with Ilxll = 1 is decomposed as x = ?jr1 + w where w ± vl. 
0 = xTAx. The residual is denoted by r = Ax - Ox. For any vector u the angle 
0 ~< ~b, ~< ~ is defined bycos~b, = [uTvl I/llull. 
The length of w is equal to sin~b x, so the first step to relate the various 
measures of the error to each other is to relate w, r and 0 - 21. This is done in 
Lemma 2.2. 
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Lemma 2.2.  
0 - -  21 : wT(A -- All)W, 
r = (I  -xwX) (A  - 21I)w, 
r l x .  
I f  z = (A - ; t l I )w, then 
w = (A  - ~ ,Z)+z ,  ]lrll ~< Ilz)l. 
ProoL  
0- -21  = xYdx  -- 21 = 21T~ q- wYAw -- 21 
21(7~ -- 1) + wWAw = - -21wTw + wTAw 
: wT(A  -- )q I )w,  
r : Ax -  Ox = (A - 21 I )x -  (0 - 21)x 
= (A - 21I )w -xwT(A - -  21I)w 
= (I - xwZ) (A  - 21I)w, 
xT r : xT Ax  -- OxT x : xT Ax  -- xT Ax  : O. 
Let z = (A - All)W, then (A - 21 I )+z = (A - 21 I )+(A - 21 I )w = w,  because 
(A - 21I)+(A - 211) is an or thogonal  project ion on the row space of  (A - All), 
which contains w. Now r = (I - xwT)z. I f  W = X then 
[[r[I = 1[( I - wwT)z[[ <. Ilzll 
I f  w ~ x then  (1 -xw ~) is invertible and its inverse is (I + xwT/7~), SO we have 
for z 
Z : (I _ XWT) - l r  ( I+XWT'~ r wTr  
= \ 72 ) =r+x 77 " 
Because r ± x we have 
wT r 2 fwTr ,~2 
IIzlJ 2 - -  r÷x- -sT -  --Ilrl12+ " - - "  i> [IrllL 
In all cases is [rr[[ ~< ][z[[. [] 
We want to bound each of  the numbers  ~b x, [0 - 211 and ]Jr[[ in terms of  one 
of  the other two. This leads to six inequalities. The first two reflect the fact that 
if q~x is small, then [0 - 21[ and ][r[[ are also small. 
Lemma 2.3.  
Io - ~ J  ~ Pmax sin2~bx • 
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Proof. See [4], Exercise 11-7-2, p. 225. [] 
Lemma 2.4. 
IIAx - Ox[t <~ Pmax sin~bx. 
Proof. F rom Lemma 2.2 we have 
[[rll ~< H(A - 21/)w][ ~ ][A - 2tl]l [[wi[ ---- Pmax sinq~ x. [] 
The next two lemmata are concerned with bounds in terms of  the residual. 
As has been said before, a small residual does not imply that the approxima- 
tion is close to the wanted eigenpair. Therefore it is necessary to give an ad- 
ditional condition in Lemma 2.5 and a different function of  q5 x in Lemma 2.6. 
Lemma 2.5. I f  10 - ,~11 = mini[0 - / l i [ ,  then 
Lo - ,~,b <~ IIAx - Oxll 
Proof. See [4], Theorem 4-5-1, p. 69. [] 
Lemma 2.6. 
sinq~x cos q~x ~< pmlnllAx - Oxll. 
Proof. F rom Lemma 2.2 we have 
r = (1 - xwT)(A -- 211)w. 
I f  w = x then cos q~x = 0 and in this case the statement is true. I f  w ~ x then 
(1 -xw T) is invertible, so 
( w=(A-~. l I )  + I+~.2r  , 
?~ / 
r wT r 2 ( (wTr)2 ~ 
I IwII=~II(A-AM)+II 2 +x~-5-- ---=Pm~n Ilrll 2+ )" 
We would like to have an upper bound of wTr that is as small as possible. Note 
that wTr = (W + cx)Tr for any c, because r _k x. Now take c such that IIw + cxll 
is minimal. This is achieved when (w + cx) ± x, which gives c = --wTw. Sub- 
stituting this gives: 
IIw - xwWwll 2 = wTw + xTx(wTw) = - 2wTxwTw 
= wVw + (wTw) 2 -- 2(wTw) z 
= wTw(1 - wTw) = Ilwl12~,~, 
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(wTF) 2 = ( (w -- xwTw)Tr )  2 ~-~ IIW -- xwTwII 2 Ilrll 2 = ~ IIw[I 2 Ilrtl 2, 
Ilwlt~ <~ Pm~" ( Ilrll~ + '~llw~llrll~ ~ '1  ,/ 
( ) = Pm~nllrll 2 ~ + ilwll 2 -2 77 e7 I~,1 Ilwll ~<Pm~nllrll. [] 
The last two inequalities concern bounds in i0 - 211. If 2t is not an extreme 
eigenvalue, no conclusions for q$x or Ilrll can be based on this number. This is 
shown by the next example. Assume that 2i = }--~4"--2 6i2i with all 6i 1> 0 and 
n ~=26~ = 1. Choose q$x arbitrarily, let 71 = coS4bx and for all i ~>2 let 
7i = v~,  sin~bx- With x = ~i"--1 y~v~ we have: 
n n 
Ilxrl 2 = }--~y~ --- cos%x + ~-~6, sin2~b. = 1, 
i= l  i=2  
n n 
0 = xTAx= ~2i~ = 21COS24b~ + ~-~2i61sin249~ = 21. 
i=l i=2 
So, if 21 is a convex combination of  the remaining eigenvalues, it is possible to 
have 0 - 21 for any value of  4b x. 
Lemma 2.7. I f  21 is an extreme eigenvalue, then 
sin2~bx ~< Pmlnl 0 - /~1 l" 
Proof. Because 21 is an extreme eigenvalue, (A -  21I), restricted to the 
orthogonal complement of  vi, is definite, so using Lemma 2.2 
l0 - 21] = [wT(A - 2if)w[ ~> min[2 i -  211 [[w[[ 2 = Pminliw[[ 2, 
i7~1 
Ilwll2 ~< Pmlnl0-- ~.~1. [] 
Lemma 2.8. I f  21 is an extreme eigenvalue, then 
IIAx - Oxll ~ <~ #)max [0 -- 21 i. 
Proof. Let z = (A - 211)w, then Lemma 2.1 gives 
0 - )q = wT(A -- ~, l I )w 
= zT(A -- 2,1)+(A - 21/)(A - 21I)+z 
= zT(A -- 21I)+z. 
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Because 21 is an extreme eigenvalue, (A - 21I) +, restricted to the orthogonal 
10 . . . .  '~1 [ [z'T( A ),I/)+,Z[ >/min[)~ - At ]-1 ilzll 2 Pmax-I ilzll =, i#l 
IlrN2 <~llzll2 <~Pm,xlO- 2,1. [] 
3. Inexact inverse iteration 
3.1. The a lgor i thm 
The method of inverse iteration is well-known (see for example [3]). The 
most important step in this algorithm is the multiplication of the current it- 
eration vector xk_l with the transformed matrix 
y~ = (A - ~cI)-lXk_l. 
Tne rest/ft Yk will 'oe normffilse6 "to dt~tam (ne next "l"ter~fion vector xk. 
The matrix is not really inverted in most practical situations, but instead the 
following matrix-vector equation is solved 
(A - xI)yk ----- xk-1. 
Here we turn to a practical aspect, namely the fact that this equation is not 
solved exactly. Important now is the fact that the user of the algorithm can 
specify the accuracy with which the equation should be solved. For example, a
method like GMRES (see [5] for details) could be used. The iterative solver is 
stopped if the residual of the approximate solution [Ixk_l- (A -  xI)Yk[[ is 
smaller than a certain tolerance k. When this aspect is included in the inverse 
iteration algorithm, we get a theoretical model of what is done in practice. For 
the purpose of  reference, this is caIled inexact inverse iteration. 
Algorithm 3.1. Inexact Inverse Iteration 
input :  A, ~c, x0 [such that ]lXo]] = 1] 
fo r  k = 1,2,...,kma, 
choose ek > 0 and calculate yk such that: 
Ilxk-, - (A - xl)ykl[ ~ e~ 
xk = y~/llygll 
Ok T = x k Axk 
end  
output: Ok . . . .  Xkmax 
In order to make a sensible choice for ek, it is necessary to know the influence 
c( the size o f  ~he (a~era~tce Gtt (~e 9eeC~co.~t~ ~C~(~e ~(~(~6.c~. 
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3.2. Analysis of one iteration step 
From the lemmata in Section 2 we conclude that ~b x gives superb informa- 
tion on the quality of the approximated eigen pair, in contrast o the measure 
10 - 21] and residual HAg - Oxll. So we investigate he development of ~bx during 
inexact inverse iteration and we analyse how the change after one step in the 
angle ~b xbetween an iteration vector and an eigenvector is influenced by the size 
of the tolerance, and in particular whether this angle decreases if we work with 
a certain tolerance. 
Let the eigenvalues be numbered such that 12~-/£1 < 12z- xl ~< r2i-/£1 
Vi i> 3. Let x be the current iteration vector with j[xll = 1. For inverse iteration, 
y has to be solved from 
(A -/£1)y = x. (1) 
Write x, just as in Definition 2.1, in the form 
x=71Vl+W wi thw±vl .  
If we solve Eq. (1) exactly, we have if yj # 0: 
y = (41 -- /£)-171Vl + (A - /£ I ) - lw ,  
I I (A- xz)-'wll Ir(22-/£)-'wll 121 - Kp Itwll 
tan~by = 1(21 _/£)_1yl1 <~ 1(21 _ /£ )_1711 - -  142  _ KI I•ll (2) 
121 -/£1 
- - -  tan ~b~. 
142 -/£1 
From this formula it is visible that the rate of convergence of inverse iteration 
is bounded by 121 - • l / [2z  - ~c]. Suppose Eq. (1) is solved approximately, with 
a tolerance e, resulting in the approximate solution )3. This means 
[Ix - (A - /£I)Pl /~ ~, or equivalently 
(A - KI)37 = x + 6~ for some 6x with IJf~JI ~< e. (3) 
The only difference between the Eqs. (1) and (3) is the right-hand side, so it is 
clear from Eq. (2) that 
141 -/£1 tan @ ~< ~ tan ~b~+6 . (4) 
The remaining problem is how tan 4~x+fx is related to tan qSx. If 4~ > 0 and 
tan ~bX+fx < c~ there exists a/t  such that 
tan 4~x+6~ = # tan q~. 
It is clear that the value of # depends on the length and the direction of 6~. 
Perhaps less obvious is that the value of 4~ can also influence the possible 
values of/~. For example, if cos ~bx << 1, then small vectors 6x can cause very 
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large values of tan qSx+ &. We derive an upper bound for the factor # in terms of 
the values of e and ~b~. We do not want to involve the specific direction of 6~, so 
fcr ¢~te bouttd vce (ake ~he ma~:imum value o (~ over aR (easi~Jle vec¢ors d~ and 
denme ~nm -~nSue ~,0 ~. 
Definition 3.2. Let x and e be given. If @~ > (I, then ¢ is defined as 
{ tan ~bx+6" } 
# = max tan~bx 116xll ~<e 
We have by the definition of # and Eq. (4) the following sharp inequalities: 
tan 4)x+6~ </2 tan 4)x, 
tan~b, ~< ]/~1 - -  K'I - (5 )  
[22 ~]# tanq)x. 
In the following theorem an expression for p is given. 
Theorem 3.3. Let @x > 0, e < cos 4) x and ~ as in Definition 3.2. Then 
1 + sin$~cos$~ 
£2 1-~ 
Proof. Suppose e < cos~b x and 116xll ~ ~. Decompose fix as follows 
(~x = ~1/)1 q- W with fv J_ vl, 
then we have 
fitan@x = max { tan~bx+~ x [ [16xl[ ~<~} 
{llw+~'" 1~,12+11~112~<~2 } 
= max 171 + ?l--------~ 
{ Ilwl' + 'l~ll ~2} --max I~,1-1~,1 I~,l ~+ll~lt 2-< 
=max {q  (p-Wll)2 + (q - Ilwll)2 = ~2}. 
The expression on the right-hand side can be regarded as the maximal slope of 
a line through (0,0) and a point (p,q) taken from a circle of radius ~ around the 
point (l~ll, Ilwll) ~ ~2, This situation is depicted in Fig. 1. In the figure the line 
is drawn where the maximum tangent/~ tan ~b x is attained, corresponding to an 
angle ~b'. Because  < cosq~x, this line is well defined. Now we can write cos@' 
in two different ways: 
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'l-r,i '~ 
. . . .  I 
Fig. 1. Visualisation of the relation between ,- and #. 
- cos¢ '  - 17~1 
(# - 1)Jlwll V/17,12 + ,~=lrwll = 
¢=:> ~2(t3', 12 + #2llwl[ 2) -- Iz', r2(# - 1)2ljwl[ 2 (6) 
g2 B2/2  ~_ /~2 __ 2/~ + 1 
¢=> ~ + I>', 12 
e=,  1 -  p2_2p+ 1-  =0.  (7) 
Eq. (7) has two solutions in/2, corresponding to the maximum and minimum 
values of #. The required value of B is the largest solution 
2+ V/4-4(1 -~)(1 -~)  
/]-- 2 (1 -~)  
1 + V "1  - 1 p>,tl2 ilwll 2 F 
1 ,:2 
[71~ 5 
1-F~ f lw l l2+l ' ; ,12 -~ 2 l+l~,, l l lwl  p 
- -  ~2 - -  g2 
_ 1 + sin ~x cos tax [] 
;,,2 
1 
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The value of ~ is a rather complicated expression. However, it can be 
bounded from both sides by easier expressions. Using formula (6), we have that 
( f i -  1)llwllll~,l ~< ( f i -  1)llwll I~,1 (fi l)sin~b~coS~bx 
X/ITll 2 + ~211wll 2 ~1",'~ 12 + Ilwll 2 
g 
/~ ~> 1--  
sin ~b~ cos 0x' 
If e < sin ~bx cos ~b~ the following inequality is valid 
A- c ~  t: 1.  I~,.I ~1,*'11~ 1 4 -~ _ 1 . . . .  ~< I;,, (8) 
- ~,-----L-- ~ 1 sin ~,%s4,, 1 - ~ 1 i;,11211<b, 
Combining Eq. (5) and Theorem 3.3 gives the following result for the reduc- 
tion of  the error in one step of inexact inverse iteration. 
Corollary 3.4. Let q)x > 0, e < cos~b x andy satisfv Eq. (3). Then 
c~/'l -e  2 ) 
]'~-1 - -  K] 1 -4- sing, . . . .  ~b, tan~bx ' 
. /:2 tan~b,~ < ],~2 ~c] 1 ~o~2a," 
Theorem 3.5. Let tl = [22-~1/121-~[ and v > 11 -J. The following three 
statements are equivalent 
1. V[]6x]] ~<e: tanq~ ~< vtan~by 
2. e ~< (vt/-l)sinck*c°s(ax 
~/COS2 ~bx + v2~/2 sin2 q~x 
3. ~l(v) ~< sin~b~ < ~2(v), ,,'here aj(v), ct2(v) satisfy 
v~/-  1 
1 vM~ ~ '~ 
~2(v) = 1 2 (,~71):-J + e)(g4) 
Proof. If q = 1;-2- ~:l/l&- ~1, we have according to the sharp Eq. (5): 
tan~bi~< t/-l#tan~b~, so the first statement is equivalent to ~< vt/. From 
formula (6) we know 
s" 2 ( [ t -  1)2sinedPxCOS2(px 
= ~ . 2 (9) 
cos24,x + ~t ° san 6x 
From this the equivalence of the first two statements i easily seen. The second 
statement is equivalent o a quadratic inequality for sinZ~bx 
(vq -- 1)2 sin4(bx Jr- ((v2/ ']  2 - -  l)e 2 -- (vq -- 1)2) sin2qSx 4- 8 2 ~ 0. 
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The equivalence with the third statement follows. ~,  ~2 are given by: 
__ ~/ V2/~2-~- 1 (VV]'-~- 1)294~ 1 vr /+ 1 ~2 1 - 2 - - e  2 + - -  
~(v )=~ 1 v~/ 1 (v~/-1) 2 (vq 1)2 J 
g2 
- (vr/-  1) ~" ~- (#7(g4)" 
l( 
--(, 
~/ V2~ 2 + 1 vr/+__le2+ 1 - 2 - - e  2+ 
vr/ 1 (vr/-  1) 2 
p2/~2 g2 )
Now we are able to proof the linear convergence of inverse iteration with 
inexact linear solvers using adequate tolerance derived from Theorem 3.5. 
Theorem 3.6. Let  t /=  122 - ~c[//121 - ~c[ and q-l < v < 1. Inexact Inverse Itera- 
tion (Algorithm 3.1) converges at least linearly with convergence factor v if 
Vk: ek ~< 
(vq - 1) sin q~xk_, cos~bx,_l 
v/cos2~xj:_l --7- 1)2112 sin2q~x~_~ 
Proof. Let for all k gk be bounded as above. From Theorem 3.5 it follows that 
Vk: tan~bx, ~< vtan~bxk_ . [] 
The following remarks can be made about the behaviour of Inexact Inverse 
Iteration. 
1. The value of/~ corresponds to the worst-case perturbation 6x of x. Note 
that the average value of/~ is smaller, and that values smaller than one are also 
possible. 
Theorem 3.3 shows that #--* c~ if e T cosq~x. When e << cos~bx, then 
1 - eZ/cos2~bx ~ 1 and x/1 - g2 ,~ 1, so fi ~ 1 + e/(sin~bxCOS~bx); the value o fp  
depends on the quotient of e and sin~bxCOS~bx. If e << sin~bxCOSq~x, then ~ ~ 1 
and the influence of e can hardly be noticed. Only if e is of the same or of a 
larger order than sin 4~x coS~bx the disturbance is important. 
2. Suppose that during the iterations of inexact inverse iteration a fixed value 
for ek is chosen. In this case, # can be seen as a function of sin ~bx~ and an 
example of such a function is drawn in Fig. 2.Because cq(1)= C(e) and 
~2(1) = 1 -(9@ 2) for a small s there is a very large probability that, for an 
arbitrary start vector x0, sin ~bx0 will be in the interval (~1 (1), ~2 (1)). 
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1° ~ sin 4~x ,,21 
Fig. 2. The relation between sin~b and/~ for e = 1/10. 
From Theorem 3.5 we know that there is a reduction of the angle as long as 
~l (1) < sin ~bxk < ~2 (1), but the convergence behaviour will have irregularities. 
However, if e << sin ~bxk cos q~xk then/~ ~ 1, so the influence of ~k will hardly be 
visible and the algorithm will behave almost he same as exact inverse iteration. 
If sin ~bx~ < COl (1), theoretically there is no need for further eduction of ~bx~. 
It has been said in remark 1 that the average value of/~ is smaller than/~, so it 
can be expected that convergence will not stagnate at once, but after some 
more iteration steps. It is not easy to say when this occurs; it would include 
some probabilistic arguments to obtain an average value of #. What will follow 
is a series of small reductions and increases in the error without further con- 
vergence or divergence; the error will stay more or less the same with small 
fluctuations. 
3. In order to avoid unnecessary small values of ~k at the start and too large 
values of ek at the end of the convergence, we can choose a decreasing sequence 
of values of ek. Theorem 3.6 gives guiding lines for the choice of these values if 
convergence with some factor v is to be maintained, but formula (8) leads to a 
simpler expression. Let v E (121 - x1/122 - tel, 1). If we require p ~< 1~[,~ 2 - -  K~[/!/~ I 
-x  I, then, according to Eq. (8), we can take 
~k+,=(1-v  - '12 ' -K I )  122 re] sin05x*c°s~b~'" (10) 
A disadvantage of this strategy is that it is based on normally unknown 
numbers uch as the eigenvalues and the current error in the eigenvector. In 
practice, these are not known to us; moreover, the problem is to calculate 2~. 
So a strategy based on known values is preferred. Among the various measures 
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of the error used here, there is only one which can be computed from the it- 
eration vector: the residual. We would like to base our strategy on this number. 
The strategy mentioned above can be approximated by known numbers as 
follows. In general, the quotient 121 - x l / I /12  - ~1 is almost equal to the rate of 
convergence of the residual fter some iterations. We could define the actual 
reduction factor by 
Ilrkll 
qk - Itrk-1 H 
and substitute this for the quotient of eigenvalues. Assume that xk has only 
important components in the direction of the eigenvectors vl and v2, and ~bxk is 
small enough, so 0k is a good approximation of 21. From Lemma 2.2 with 
Wk ,'~ ~'2V2 
r k ~ (1 -- ~2Xk/)T)(/12 -- /1l)~2/32 ~ (/12 -- /11)72(/)2 - -  72(Yl/)1 + 72/)2)) 
(/12 --/11)72(--7172Vl + 7~/)2) = (/12 - -  /11)~1~2(--~)2/)1 "4- ~)1/)2)' 
and []rkll ~ [/12- 211 sin~bkcos~bk. Then, a good approximation of the strategy 
above would be: 
( l _v - l I /11 - -K I )  1--v-lN'-~FJ,~z-xl 
122 z[ sinCx~cos~bx~ 1/12-/1tl I lrkll  
(1 -- 'O--1 ]21--K' "~]21 --~¢] (1 -- ~,--I ~ ~161--K[ 
\ - t,z2-,~[ ) I).2-~:I \ I)~2-,~[ ) 12~-,4 
( l  - Irr, ll. 
(1 + qk)10k -- ~:t 
This last formula contains only numbers that can be calculated without in- 
formation about the eigenvalues or the error in the eigenvector, which is of 
course very attractive. But it is also a bit dangerous to use this expression as 
a choice for ek, because it is only a good approximation of the bound if some 
convergence has ensured that qk ~ 1/11 - K[/122 - x[ and 0 ~ 21. Therefore, it 
seems wise to have a certain maximum value ~a~ for the tolerance, to force 
the start of the convergence. So a practical strategy for the choice of ek can 
be 
{ (l--v-'qk)qk } (11) ek+, = min (i~_qk)-~kZ~:[ Ilrk[I,emax . 
3.3. Numerical experiments 
To illustrate the behaviour of inexact inverse iteration, some numerical 
experiments are shown here. We have chosen: A = diag(1,2, 3, . . . ,  100) and 
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x = 12 + 1/3. In the experiments, a number of steps of inexact inverse iteration 
have been done. In all cases, the start vector was (1, 1 , . . . ,  1)T, normalised to 
length one. In each step ek was determined and the iteration vector was dis- 
turbed by a random vector of norm ek, after which the matrix-vector equation 
was solved within machine precision. The following data have been recorded. 
They are represented on a logarithmic scale in the figures. 
• ~k (dash-dot line), the value of the tolerance. 
• tan ~b k (solid line), the tangent of the angle between the iteration vector and 
the eigenvector. 
• Ilrkll (dashed line), the norm of the residual rk = Axk - Okx~. 
• I;-1 - 0kl (dotted line), the error in the approximation of Ok. 
In Fig. 3 the convergence history f inverse iteration is shown, in order to be 
able to compare it with inexact inverse iteration. 
The first strategy for the choice of ek is to give it a constant value of l0 -6. 
Looking at Fig. 4, we distinguish two different phases in the behaviour of the 
iterations, as described in Remark 2. In the first phase ~ is small enough to 
ensur¢ convergence and we see only some very small irregularities in the re- 
duction factors; the convergence proceeds almost the same as in exact inverse 
iteration. In the second phase, the values of/3 are larger, and the behaviour of 
tan~b, becomes more irregular and in a short time completely unpredictable. 
The reduction factors are alternatingly smaller and larger than one, but such 
that the error stays more or less the same with small fluctuations. The con- 
verge~ce has come to an end. 
The next strategy is the one in Eq. (10) with v = 1. For this value of v it 
cannot be said how fast the convergence will be; it is possible that 
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Fig. 4. ek= 10 -6. 
previous experiment suggests that even if fi has this critical value, the rate of 
convergence is still good. Moreover, this choice of ek is based on bound (8) for 
/2, which is not sharp for ek << cos ~b~. In that case we have 
/~1+ --2 
s inq~_ j  cosq~k_ l  [,~2 - KI 
which is much smaller than 122-~cl/[21-x[ for small values of 
I'~, - K r / I ,~2  - K I ,  
In Fig. 5 we see that, although the curves are not smooth, the rate of 
convergence is almost equal to that of inverse iteration. We can conclude 
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Fig. 5. ~,k = (I -]),N - K1/122 - wl)sin qSk_l cos~bk_ j . 
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average reduction is much better, so this strategy gives a very good result. In 
this way, the tolerance is decreasing during the algorithm, which leads to a 
reduction of work in solving the equation, compared to the previous strat- 
egy. 
In Fig. 6 the strategy of Eq. (1 l) is implemented, with v = 1 and emax = 10 -2. 
The results, as shown in the figure, are very satisfying. The graphs of the errors 
are almost he same as in the case of the previous trategy. One must be careful 
with expectations about the results in other situations, but it seems that this 
practical strategy can be a useful guide for the choice of e~. 
In the figures the difference between the lines for tan~b k and for ]Irk[[ is not 
always clearly visible. As in Remark 3 of Section 3.2, the explanation comes 
from Lemma 2.2: IIr~ll ~ I,~2- 211 sin~b~-cos~bk and the fact ]).2-/.1[ = 1. The 
explanation for the relation between the dotted line and the solid line comes 
from Lemma 2.3: 10k - 2j[ ~< sin20x . 
4. Inexact Rayleigh quotient iteration 
4.1. The algorithm 
The second iterative algorithm that will be discussed here, is Rayleigh 
quotient iteration (RQI). In this algorithm, the fixed shift ~c is replaced by the 
Rayleigh quotient Ok, but apart from that, the implementational problems are 
the same as in inverse interation. Also in this case, a variant is proposed in 
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Fig. 6. ~,k = min {(1 - qk--J )qk l IIr~ 111/(1 - q~-,)10k-~  ~1, 10-2} . 
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some prescribed accuracy. This algorithm will be referred to as the inexact 
Rayleigh quotient iteration. 
Algorithm 4.1. Inexact Rayleigh Quotient Iteration (IRQI) 
input :  A, x0 [such that Ilx0[I = 1] 
Oo = x~Axo 
fo r  k = 1,2,...,kmax 
choose e.~ > 0 and calculate yk such that: 
[Ixk-i - (A - Ok-d)Ykll <~ e,k 
xk = Yk/llYkll 
Ok = x~Axk 
end 
output :  Ok~.~, X~m.x 
4.2. Analysis o f  one iteration step 
For the analysis of the algorithm, we focus again on one iteration step. We 
have a vector x with I[xll = 1 and the Rayleigh quotient 0 = xTAx. If the 
equation in the algorithm is solved with tolerance e, we get a vector 37 satis- 
fying: 
(A - 01)9 = x + 6~ with 116xll ~< ~. 
The following theorem gives a bound for ~y. 
Theorem 4.2. Let  ~b x > 0, e, < cos~bx, l0 -  211 ~< 1/2pmin and f~ as in Definition 
3.2, then 
tan~b,~ < 2pmax 2pmax ------/~ sin2~b~ tan4~, ~< ~ tan3¢~. 
Pmin Prnin 
Proof. Suppose that [0 - 211~< 1/2Pmi n, which implies that 0 is closer to )-l than 
to any other eigenvalue. Just as in formula (4) we have 
tan¢~ ~< 40~ 211 
- -  2i] tan ¢~+~ 
~<minl2i.~ [0-21] tanCx+6~< [0--211 tanOx+~ 
-  11- [o - Pm n ----½Pmin 
_ 210  - 2~[ tan¢~+~x"  
Pmin 
Lemma 2.3 states that 10--2~[~PmaxSin24)x and by definition of /~ is 
tan qS~+~x < # tan Cx, which gives 
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tan~by ~< 2pmax sin24~tanq)~+6~ ~< 2pm~x ~sin2~b~tan4~x 
Pmin Pmin 
~< 2pmax/~tan3~b~. [] 
Pmin 
It can be seen from Theorem 4.2 that in the case of exact Rayleigh quotient 
iteration, where e, = 0 and # = 1, the convergence is cubic, which is much faster 
than the linear convergence of inverse iteration. The following corollary de- 
scribes the rate of convergence of inexact Rayleigh quotient iteration in the 
case of a fixed ek. 
Corollary 4.3. Let Vk: ek = e and assume that the sequence {xk}, produced by 
Algorithm 4.1, converges to an eigenvector. I f  2pmax/Pmine/X/1 -- ~2 < 1 then 
tan ~b~+l 2pmax ~: 
l i m -  <~ - -  
k~ tan2~bk Pmin V / I -  13,2 
Proof .  From the formula for # in Theorem 3.3 follows that 
sin_lbx + I -- v/1 _ E 2 ~ + O(  sin ~bx), ~b x I O. 
Together with Theorem 4.2 we have 
tan ~b~ ~< 
2pmax 
Pmin ¢1 - e 2 
- -  - -  sin~xtan4~x + O(sin~b3), ~bx + 0. 
This and limk_~bxk = 0 prove the corollary. [] 
From the corollary it is clear that the rate of convergence of inexact Ray- 
leigh quotient iteration is at least quadratic. Therefore, it seems that choosing 
very small ek, or decreasing their values during the iterations, hardly accelerates 
the rate of convergence. This leads to the conclusion that the value of ek is most 
critical at the start of the iteration; if it is small enough to start the convergence, 
the process will converge at least quadratically. 
4.3. Numerical experimen ts
For the numerical experiments, the following 100 × 100 matrix was used 
A = diag(1,2, 3 , . . . ,  99, 100). 
The start vector was 110el2 + ~i¢12 ei, normalised to length one. This ensured 
convergence of the Rayleigh quotient iteration to the eigenvector et2. See 
Section 3.3 for explanation of the graphs. In Fig. 7, the performance of exact 
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Fig. 7. RQI. 
Rayleigh quotient iteration is shown. It can be seen that the convergence is 
cubic after the first iteration. 
In the experiment with inexact Rayleigh quotient iteration, the strategy was 
to take e~ = 10 -2. Fig. 8 contains the results. In step 1, the errors are the same 
as in the previous experiment. After step 1, tan q~ is smaller than the tolerance, 
so according to the theory, we have from now on at least quadratic onver- 
gence. In step 2, there is not much difference with Rayleigh quotient iteration; 
the convergence is only slightly worse than cubic. In step 3, the difference 
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Fig, 8. IRQ1 with ek = 10 -2. 
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This experiment confirms the theory that it is not necessary to choose a 
small tolerance for inexact Rayleigh quotient iteration. It should only be small 
enough to ensure the start of the convergence. Even for large values of ek, the 
rate of convergence is still very good. 
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